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ABSTRACT: In the last years, wireless networks have gained increasing attention from both the research 

community and actual users. As nodes are generally battery-powered devices, the critical aspects to face 

concern how to reduce the energy consumption of nodes, so that the network lifetime can be extended to 

reasonable times. An ad-hoc network of wireless static nodes is considered as it arises in a rapidly deployed, 

sensor based, monitoring system. Information is generated in certain nodes and needs to reach a set of 

designated gateway nodes. Each node may adjust its power within a certain range that determines the set of 

possible one hop away neighbors. Traffic forwarding through multiple hops is employed when the intended 

destination is not within immediate reach. The nodes have limited initial amounts of energy that is consumed 

in different rates depending on the power level and the intended receiver. It turns out that in order to 

maximize the lifetime; the traffic should be routed such that the energy consumption is balanced among the 

nodes in proportion to their energy reserves, instead of routing to minimize the absolute consumed power. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Multiple adhoc networking has been the focus of the many recent research and development efforts it 

has wide application in military commercial and educational environments such as wireless office LAN 

connections, mobile phones PDA’s or computers, sensors networks or other networks. 

Current studies of adhoc networks routing protocols have focused primarily on protocol design and 

evaluation in terms of routing packet overheads and loss rates. The adhoc network typically consists of 

energy limited nodes, so designing power-conserving protocols deserves study. For some scenarios power is 

the important metric. for example in sensor networks, nodes are casually placed and remain unattended for 

long period of time, sensing and reporting objects until sensor nodes run out of power.  

The problem of minimum energy routing has been addressed before in [1], [6], [16], [10], [8], [18], 

[17], and [7]. The approach in those works was to minimize the total consumed energy to reach the 

destination, which minimizes the energy consumed per unit flow or packet. If all the traffic is routed though 

through the minimum energy path to the destination the nodes in that path will be drain-out of batteries 

quickly while other nodes, which perhaps will be more power hungry if traffic is forwarded through them, 

will remain intact. 

The paper has been organized in the following sections  

I. Routing Problem 

II. Algorithm for the Routing Problem for Less Energy consumption [FLOW AUGMENTATION] 

III. Energy Conserving Algorithms 

 

I. ROUTING FOR THE MAXIMUM SYSTEM LIFETIME 

The wireless ad-hoc network in consideration is modeled as a directed graph G (N, A) where N is the 

set of all nodes and A is the set of all directed links (i  j) where i,  j € N . Let Si be the set of all nodes that can 

be reached by node i with a certain power level in its dynamic range.  We assume that link (i , j) exists if and 

only if j €  Si .  Let each node i have the initial battery energy Ei, and let  be the rate at which 
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information is generated at node i belonging to commodity  c € C, where C is the set of all commodities. 

Assume that the transmission energy required for node i to transmit an information unit to its neighboring 

node j is eij , and the rate at which information of commodity c is transmitted from node i to node j is called 

the flow   Further, let Qi  and qij  be the aggregate flows of all commodities, i.e., 

and                                     (1) 

 

                                       (2) 

 

We are given, for each commodity c, a set of origin nodes O
(c)

 where the information is generated, 

i.e, 

 
and a set of destination nodes D(c) among which any node can be reached in order for the information 

transfer of commodity c be considered done. 

The lifetime of node i under a given flow q = {q
(ij)

} is given by 

 
Now, let us define the system lifetime under flow q as the length of time until the first battery drain-

out among all nodes in N, which is the same as the minimum lifetime over all nodes, i.e., 

 
Our goal is to find the flow that maximizes the system lifetime under the flow conservation condition. 

The problem can be written as follows: 

 
Fig.2 illustrates the flow conservation condition for commodity c at node i, and it should be noted 

that the condition applies to each commodity separately. 

In the following we show that the problem is a linear programming problem [13]. The problem of 

maximizing the system lifetime, given the information generation rates   at the set of origin nodes O
(c)
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and the set of destination nodes D
(c)

 for each commodity c, is equivalent to the following linear programming 

problem: 

 

Where the amount of information of commodity c is transmitted from node i to node j until 

time T. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The conservation of flow condition at node i for each commodity c requires that the sum of 

information generation rate and the total incoming flow must equal the total outgoing flow. 

 

The linear program given above can be viewed as a variation of the conventional maximum flow 

problem with node capacities [5]. If the transmitted power level at each node is fixed regardless of its next 

hop node, i.e., if there is no power control, 

 

 
and the problem is equivalent to the maximum flow problem with node capacities given by 

 
When the capacity of a a node is a fixed quantity as in (12) then the problem can be converted to a 

link capacity version by replacing the node with two nodes and a link having the same capacity[4], and the 

max-flow-min-cut theorem[5] can be used. However, in our problem, unlike the above, the amount of 

resource (or energy in this case) which a unit flow consumes depends on the energy expenditure to the next 
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hop node. Therefore, it is not trivial to find the min-cut nodes, even if they were found the traffic split at the 

nodes must also be identified. 

 

II. FLOW AUGMENTATION ALGORITHMS 

In this section, we propose a class of flow augmentation (FA) algorithms which use the shortest cost 

path.  

The general description of the algorithm is given in the following. At each iteration, each origin node 

o € O
(c)

 of commodity c calculates the shortest cost path to its destination nodes in D
(c)

. Then the flow is 

augmented by an amount of  on the shortest cost path, where  is the augmentation step size. 

After the flow augmentation, the shortest cost paths are recalculated and the procedures are repeated 

until any node I € N runs out of its initial total energy Ei. As a result of the algorithm, we obtain the flow 

which will be used at each node to properly split incoming traffic. 

Our objective is to find the best link cost function which will lead to the maximization of the system 

lifetime. There are three parameters to consider in calculating the link cost cij for link(i , j). One is the energy 

expenditure for unit flow transmission over the link, eij, the second is the initial energy Ei, and the third is the 

residual energy at the transmitting node i which is denoted by Ei. A good candidate for the flow augmenting 

path should consume less energy and should avoid nodes with small residual energy since we would like to 

maximize the minimum lifetime of all nodes. In [18], each of these was separately considered which falls 

short of optimizing the system lifetime. Obviously, both of these can’t be optimized at the same time, which 

means there is a tradeoff between the two. In the beginning when all the nodes have plenty of energy, the 

minimum total consumed energy path is better off, whereas towards the end avoiding the small residual 

energy node becomes more important. Therefore, the link cost function should be such that when the nodes 

have plenty of residual energy, the energy expenditure term is emphasized, while if the residual energy of a 

node becomes small the residual energy term should be more emphasized. 

With the above in mind, the link cost cij is proposed to be  

 
Where x1, x2 and x3 3 are nonnegative weighting factors for each item. Note that if {x1, x2; x3} = 

{0, 0, 0} then the shortest cost path is the minimum hop path, and if it is {1,0,0} then the shortest cost path is 

the minimum transmitted energy path. 

If x2 = x3 then normalized residual energy is used, while if x3 = 0 then the absolute residual energy 

is used. Let’s refer to the algorithm as FA(x1, x2;,x3) in the rest of the paper indicating the parameters, and 

the meanings of the parameters are summarized in Table I for reference. 

The path cost is computed by the summation of the link costs on the path, and the algorithm can be 

implemented with any existing shortest path algorithms including the distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm 

[2], which will be used in our simulation. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed algorithms are local and amenable to distributed implementation and showed close to 

the optimal performance most of the time. In power-controlled wireless ad-hoc networks, battery energy at 

network nodes is a very limited resource that needs to be utilized efficiently. One of the conventional routing 

objectives was to minimize the total consumed energy in reaching the destination.  However, the 

conventional approach may drain out the batteries of certain paths which may disable further information 

delivery even though there are many nodes with plenty of energy. Therefore, we formulated the routing 

problem with the objective of maximizing the system lifetime given the sets of origin and destination nodes 

and the information generation rates at the origin nodes, and proposed a class of flow augmentation 
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algorithms and a flow redirection algorithm which balance the energy consumption rates among the nodes in 

proportion to their energy reserves.  

We also two approaches to energy conservation for adhoc routing.  Power  consumption  in 

current  wireless networks  is idle time  dominated,  so  both  focus  on  turning the  radio  off as 

much as possible. 

BECA, our basic algorithm, uses routing and application-layer information to achieve up to a 

50% duty cycle. Although route setup latency increases, for sleep times of 10s we see energy savings 

of 40%. 

Our second algorithm,   AFECA,   demonstrates adaptive f i d e l i t y .   It adapts sleep  times  

based  on node  density,  sealing  back  node  duty  cycles  (and so reducing routing  "fidelity") when 

many inter changeable  nodes are present.  We have shown that it per fo r ms a t  lea s t  as we l l  as 

BECA fo r  packet loss, route latency, and energy in typical conditions, and it can nearly double 

network lifetime as density rises. 
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